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This presentation provides an overview about WebSphere® Business Services Fabric Tool 

Pack.
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This education module will cover details about what is a tool pack ? Then talk about the 

business service perspective, the unit test environment, the dynamic assembler and finally 

provide some best practices.
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The WebSphere Business Services Tool Pack is the development environment for 

business services. The Tool Pack extends the WebSphere Integration Developer with the 

tools needed to create and manage business services metadata. Business services 

related tools are packaged as an eclipse plug-in that adds an additional perspective to 

WebSphere Integration Developer called Business Service. The Tool Pack provides 

developers with first the SCA capabilities for developers to develop dynamic business 

process Second the Composition Studio, that is a WebSphere Integration Developer plug-

in. This enables you to assemble business services, create business policies, and 

simulate dynamic assembly of business services. The Composition Studio is packaged as 

an eclipse plug-in and adds an additional perspective to WebSphere Integration Developer 

called Business Services. And third the unit test environment that allows you to build, run 

and test business services in your local development environment. The Fabric unit test 

environment contains all the foundation pack component
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Now you will go through business services perspective, unit test environment and the 

dynamic assembler SCA component. First you will look into Composition Studio, which is a 

WebSphere Integration Developer-based authoring tool. Business analysts and integration 

developers use Composition Studio to model and publish business service models, 

interfaces, policies, and service portfolios into service oriented business processes and 

composite business applications. The tools provided by Composition Studio also provide 

the ability to simulate and test business policies. These tools are user friendly and require 

limited to no coding or code generation. Therefore they allow for simpler change 

management and do not require extensive coding skills to use. It is installed in WebSphere 

Integration Developer as a set of plug-in and add a new perspective called Business 

Services. Refer the composition studio overview for more details on this topic.
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Next you will look into the WebSphere Business Services Fabric Unit Test Environment. 

This is an extension of the embedded WebSphere Process Server environment in 

WebSphere Integration Developer. The Tool Pack installer create  a Fabric profile on the 

embedded WebSphere Process Server  and installs all the Foundation Pack components 

on this profile. A Fabric developer can then use this as test environment to publish and run 

business services and applications.
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In order to understand this SCA component take a look at the development model. The 

dynamic assembler SCA component can be added to any other SCA component or BPEL. 

The interface associated with the dynamic assembler SCA component identifies which 

interface service providers are selected at runtime. The developer or architect can get 

better visibility and control over the working of the dynamic assembler by using 

extensions. These extensions are covered further in this presentation. 
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In order to add a dynamic assembler SCA component in an assembly diagram first switch 

to Business Integration perspective if you are not already there. Then is the assembly 

diagram window from the palette select dynamic assembler SCA component and drag 

onto the work area. Next wire the dynamic assembler SCA component to the interface 

requiring dynamic assembly. In the end define the dynamic assembler settings. These 

settings are enable result caching, fire invocation events and enable execution trace. 

Enable Result Caching controls whether Dynamic Assembler component is required to 

recalculate the selected endpoint each time. Fire Invocation Events controls whether the 

Dynamic Assembler component emits events summarizing each invocation. And enable 

execution trace turns on execution tracing for an individual Dynamic Assembler or all 

Dynamic Assemblers. Then each time a Dynamic Assembler request is handled, activity 

information is shown in a Web application or written to log files.
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The dynamic assembler SCA component supports SOAP/HTTP and SCA bindings. What 

does that mean? An endpoint selected by the Dynamic Assembler must be either 

accessible as a Web service using SOAP/HTTP or accessible as an SCA export. 

Therefore if a end point that uses another binding type needs to be included, then create 

another SCA module and use the SCA export to attach to this module.
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Dynamic Assembler plug-ins are Java based modules that when implemented help 

extend, control and provide more visibility into the dynamic assembler. Each plug-in type is 

called with defined parameters under defined conditions. Defining plug-ins requires writing 

Java code. Some plug-ins are only informational, meaning they are called when certain 

actions have taken place. Plug-ins that can affect a request or a response are called 

operational plug-ins. Available plug-ins types include Context Extractor, Policy Based 

Guard, Endpoint Filter, Response Listener and Assembly endpoint Listener.
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The slide walks through and defines the different types of plug-ins. The Context Extractor 

is called early in Dynamic Assembler processing, to extract context data from the inbound 

message and make additions to the context. The Policy Based Guard Plug-ins can look 

through the request and the composite policy, then decide whether to allow the request to 

continue. It can cause a request to fail without actually invoking an endpoint. The Endpoint 

Filter Plug-ins can reject an endpoint or assign a tier to an endpoint after the Dynamic 

Assembler has performed has given a policy matching score to all the endpoints, but 

before an endpoint is selected. It is invoked with the entire list of all candidates that have 

been considered. The Response Listener Plug-ins can modify the response from a 

successful endpoint call. Assembly Event Listener are informational plug-ins that are 

invoked after all Response Listeners have been run or, if an endpoint can not be found, so 

that notifications can be sent to other frameworks. 
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In the end here are some best practices that will  help in your development work. First 

Keep “enable execution trace” turned on in development environments and turned off in 

production. This feature provides valuable information for debugging at the cost of 

performance. Second, on the “Dimensions” tab in the context specification editor, there is 

an option called "Only use specified context at runtime”. When this option is checked, only 

those dimensions that have been specified as required or optional in the context 

specification are used for decision-making. When checked you know that the context-

specification tells the full story of what is provided at runtime. When unchecked, new 

context properties can affect how policies are composed. It is a best practice to use 

context-specifications that are configured to only use the specified context. Third, use the 

required flag on policy assertions to eliminate partial matches from consideration. Finally, 

do not include a Fabric Project when exporting a project interchange.
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